PROFLEX® PROFILES
VALUE PROPOSITION
ProFlex profiles provide surface and edge protection to limitless packaging applications. Able
to conform to just about any product contour, ProFlex profiles are easy to use and withstand
multiple impacts as well as constant vibration. They feature a chemically inert, odorless, clean,
closed-cell structure with excellent resiliency, flexibility and shape memory. Since these products
are non-abrasive, they are an excellent method of protecting delicate furniture, powder-coated
finishes, class-A surfaces and sensitive biomedical parts.
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static dissipation and enhanced malleability.
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Pregis has a deep breadth and wide assortment of products for your one
stop protective packaging shop. Save time and hassle by ordering all of your
protective packaging through Pregis today.
SHEET FOAM
Pregis is the largest manufacturer of sheet foam in North
America, and the only one that can offer Microfoam®
polypropylene sheet foam. We also have extensive
lamination capability to create customized solutions to
best meet customer needs.

AIR CUSHIONING
Pregis manufactures barrier bubble with outstanding
performance properties. Pregis also offers unique
solutions like customized roll widths up to 96” and
EZ™ Bubble-Out™ bags-on-a-roll.

MAILERS
Pregis has a full range of mailers, enabling us to offer
the right mailer solution for virtually any application.
Cushioned or non-cushioned and paper or plastic
materials are available.

SYSTEMS
Pregis offers a full range of inflatable packaging systems
designed to turn flat, easy-to-store, high performance film
into lightweight, non-abrasive packaging applications.
From void-fill to cushioning to containment, products of
all shapes and sizes receive optimal protection from shock
and vibration during transit.

WORLD CLASS CUSTOMER SERVICE

Contact Pregis protective packaging solutions:

877.692.6163
www.pregis.com
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